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Overhea(r)d reports the end draws nigh for
our trolleybuses. Soon the Kilbirnie
“Cathedral” will lie empty. It’s now only a
matter of time until new owners come and
take their purchases away or they’re
transported off to pastures new.
Left to right are 331, 387 and 350.

Front Cover: 384 has been saved for preservation. The announcement was made by its new owner just as January’s issue was published.
This photograph taken on 11 November 2010 shows the trolleybus travelling outbound along Wakefield Street. This diversion was only in
place for a short time while the final touches were being made to the new bus thoroughfare through the area once Manners Mall. At the
end of Wakefield Street 384 would turn right into Taranaki Street and then left into Courtenay Place to rejoin the main trolleybus route.

Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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It appears that “breaking news” tends to happen just as the magazine is distributed – Murphy’s Law. And so it was - the new owner of
Wellington’s trolleybus fleet, Wayne Henry, announced at the beginning of January that he will be donating celebrity bus 384, the final
trolleybus to run, to M.o.T.a.T (Museum of Transport and Technology) in Auckland, together with spares and electrical manuals. A great
gesture, thanks Wayne. Then a complete “curved ball” was bowled that probably nobody expected;
on 17 January the trolleybus fleet turned up for sale on Trade Me, New Zealand’s largest internet
auction website and offered as “tiny homes” or “beach baches”. The media picked up on the story
five days later. See pages 8-9 for more information.
As a follow-up to the photo of a Wellington bus driver Santa in
last month’s issue, Roger Davies tells me that his local bus
company, Stagecoach Cumbria and North Lancs, recently
voted the U.K.s top Shire operator and runner up as top UK
operator, had a Santa bus which went around the area, mostly
in normal service. It is pictured here in Carlisle on display
collecting for charity and giving out sweets. Wellington had its
annual “Pack the Bus” appeal.

Left: The Tranzurban Optare which collected food
and toys prior to Christmas as part of the Wellington
City Mission Appeal, “Pack the Bus”.
Photo: Daniel Adaway – Facebook.

Incidentally, this initiative was originally
called “Stuff the Bus” but was wisely
changed to its current name!

Passengers on a Route 14 bus had a surprise in store while making their way to work through Wadestown on 15 January;
their bus caught fire! No-one was injured but the 2005 M.A.N. 2480 belonging to NZ Bus suffered extensive burning
around its engine bay. Further photos of the incident can be seen at: https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118793548/busfire-in-wellington-suburb-of-wadestown
Right: Frame from a video posted on Stuff.
In the January 25 edition of The Listener magazine readers were challenged to write an epitaph for an obsolete item. One
of the finalists was; In this enormous grave there lie/Remains from days now long gone by/Ah trolleybuses clean and
green/(Though red when actually seen)/O what a shame and cause of pity/In our belov’d Windy City. Somewhat clever, but
an ‘obsolete item’? Maybe considered obsolete in Wellington by those who hold the purse strings, but there are many
enlightened cities around the world that still use trolleybuses and are even expanding their networks. Paris aims to make
diesel engines obsolete by 2025. It’ll be time for a competition for something really obsolete. Perhaps as a reader of UTW
you might like to have a go of writing an epitaph for the diesel engine?
There is now very little left to remind us that trolleybuses were once a driving force in
Wellington. Even the last span wires that remained have, I believe, now all been removed.
Mike Mellor commented to me that the most visible reminders, other than the anchors
permanently fixed into building walls, are the traction poles that are left – these remain
because they are still responsible for keeping other utility wires aloft. At about head height on
many of these poles are the former identification numbers used by maintenance staff when carrying out
repairs.
Left: Pole L43 in Lyall Parade. Trolleybuses once turned right out of Onepu Road and passed this pole on their
way to the Lyall Bay terminus, about a kilometre distant. Cook Strait dominates the background.
NZ Bus services in the Capital were off the road for approximately six hours during the morning
and early afternoon of 29 January when Tramway Union members attended their annual general
meeting.
Where once you could sometimes see an electric DD working on Route 7 or 23z they are now
concentrated on Route 1 between Island Bay and Johnsonville.
If you fancied yourself as the owner of a former
Wellington trolleybus then you had better start the negotiation process. As the
magazine closed for publication I have heard that about ten of the buses have already
been sold, including 331 and 332, the two unique examples in vinyl wraps. It is
uncertain if any buses have left the depot yet for their new homes but I am hoping to
give this angle more coverage in the March edition. Meanwhile, the gutting process
continues. Local readers could start looking out for a trolleybus food outlet or coffee
cart near them as this is what some of them are thought to eventually become.
Enjoy your read.

THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Roger Davies, Mike Mellor, Graham Stewart, Ed Law, Graeme Bennett, Phil Waters, Wayne Duncan,
Peter Coventry, Mike Mellor, Wellington Cable Car Ltd and all who provided feedback.
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THEN AND (ALMOST) NOW

Long-time transport historian and
enthusiast, Graham Stewart has
shared these tram and trolleybus
comparisons taken at the same
location. They clearly demonstrate
how much change has occurred
around Wellington, both in transport
and architecture.

Tram and trolleybus wiring, side by
side. This first pairing was taken on a
damp day in the Capital at Lambton
Quay, just north of the intersection
with Bowen Street. Heading away
from the camera is double saloon 207
working Route 3 to Lyall Bay. Another
double saloon approaches followed by
a Fiducia tram and back at the
intersection a B.U.T. trolleybus shows
the “modern” era of transportation.
Just look at all those British cars. A
classic car collector’s dream! The
contemporary photograph shows
Designline 335 positioned in the same
spot as the Fiducia tram, returning to
the Interchange on a Route 7 from
Kingston.

Left: The next two photographs were taken at the
intersection of Manners Street with Willis Street. Graham
was standing on the opposite corner on Boulcott Street
when he recorded Fiducia 237 turning into Manners Street
and heading for Island Bay, with 243 in the background on a
2 from Miramar en route to the Railway Station.

Right: The trolleybus era is represented by 359 travelling through the
same intersection on a 9 service from Aro Street to the Interchange.
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Left: The Hataitai tram tunnel, opened in 1907, features in the
next two photographs. Double saloon trams 191 and 216 have
just passed one another in Pirie Street on the western side of Mt
Victoria. Advertising has always been a feature on public
transport vehicles. Boards were commonplace in the days of
yore compared to the modern medium of vinyl.

Right: 385 leaves the tunnel gloom and bursts out into the
sunshine no doubt working a Route 2 duty from Miramar
although the camera did not record the display. What a pity that
bus designers don’t still use linen rolls. It would be so much
better for transport photographers! The architecture is much the
same in this contemporary view.

Left: The unmistakable side view of Wellington
Railway Station taken from Mulgrave Street with four
trams jostling for position. Double saloon 230 is
nearest the camera and there’s even a glimpse of a
B.U.T. trolleybus in the background.

Right: 385 makes a turn at the same location, moving
from the layover area towards the bus stops on the far
side of the Interchange.
Unfortunately, Graham cannot supply the actual dates his
photographs were taken. He considers the tram slides
were taken in the early 1950s but knows the trolleybus
comparisons were photographed in the last months of
operation in 2017. More next month.
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Your Comments and
Feedback
Another year and another decade. UTW might be smaller this month but is still
full of interest as always. Glad my photo of Wellington 82 with poles apart at
Sandtoft has been a talking point. It has certainly been an "Electric Dreams"
edition with promise of an all-electric bus
fleet by 2040, an electric ferry and even a
electric double deck cake! What a shock of a $2.5 million fix to put right Wellington transport problems.
They could have renewed the trolleybus fleet and overhead for that keeping within the commitment to
combating climate change. Australia has certainly got its work cut out to ever get back to normal,
criticism of the light rail opening and New Year celebrations in Sydney have not helped. Hopefully you can
still ride on a first generation tram at the Tramway Museum in Loftus. We might find out what is
happening to the redundant trolleybus fleet in the next issue. The process certainly dragged the disposal
process along when they knew the conversion programme had stopped. We have expressed our view
that this has been a waste of public money and resources. The city will pay the price for the hasty
decision for years to come. As stated within your pages some European systems have been reopened. So
let us see what 2020 will bring - as long as UTW keeps going, spreading the word to a world-wide
audience. Many thanks.” Phil Waters, U.K.
Right: Sydney tram 1979 at the Tramway Museum, Loftus on 14 September 2016. Photo: Phil Waters.

“Naughty Alan! No rest over the Festive Season produces yet another splendid issue full of news and photograph.” Graham Stewart, N.Z.
“Congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were; P2; Congratulations to Sue Kedgley on her latest award well deserved. Re your comments on the same page alongside the photo of 387 - they say it all. P3; Over(h)eard- Graham Stewart's
comment made me
. P5; The article by Lindsay Shelton. P8; All Electric? But When? (2)- The line that begins Hi Ben it is a financial
issue... So it was okay to withdraw 8 to 10 year-old trolleybuses which still had plenty of working life in them, but not diesel buses, as that
would be costly? Am I missing something? P13-16; 384- A Salute to the Very Last Trolleybus In Service. Let's hope it is preserved. P17;
Readers’ Segment- The comment by David Donald regarding the dilapidated and uncared for fleet (in Wellington). The trolleybus fleet in
my home town of Derby (U.K.) between 1964 and the end in 1967 regularly showed signs of neglect, as did the overhead wiring. P23; Sad
Scenes - 387 and 337 in particular look somewhat forlorn. P25-26; Special Work 636 Remembered. P27-29; Along Riddiford Street,
particularly the photo of 382 and 376. Tailpiece; How pristine 331 looks.” Tom Douce, U.K.
“Many thanks, keep up the good work it is only through you I am able to keep up with what is happening in Wellington. No local news
comes through here.” Brian Edwards, Rugby, U.K.
“It is great to see the UTW still arriving in my inbox here in Riga, Latvia. Here is an article that might be of interest to you and the readers
from the Riga Transport website: https://www.rigassatiksme.lv/en/news/first-hydrogen-filling-station-in-baltics-put-into-service/
Riga Transport is now receiving hydrogen driven trolleybuses. This document will give you more of the technical details:
https://www.hytep.cz/projects/visegrad/images/news/hydrogen-mobility-in-visegradcountries/H2nodes_Riga_transport_CZ_workshop_23_september_2019.pdf And this is an article from the bus manufacturer in Poland,
Solaris.https://www.electrive.com/2019/06/11/solaris-presents-new-fuel-cell-bus-urbino-12-hydrogen/ I'm yet to see one of the hydrogen
buses, however Riga Transport is now advertising that the route 40 is switching to trolleybus: https://www.rigassatiksme.lv/en/news/busroute-no-40-jugla-ziepniekkalns-will-be-replaced-by-trolleybus-route-no-4-as-of-january-2/, As soon as I get a photo will share it with you.
One other point worth noting is that Trolleybus and Autobus route numbers have the same numbers. In fact there is also tram route
numbers the same. Outside my central city apartment I have trolleybus route number 1 and Tram number 1. The Autobus route number 1 is
just down a couple of blocks. See all the different routes on the Riga Transport website here:
https://saraksti.rigassatiksme.lv/index.html#riga/en It is always with disappointment that I read about what happened with the
Wellington trolleybus fleet, particularly as they are now saying 2040 for fully electric. Words fail me.” Craig Paterson, Riga.
“Many thanks to Phil Waters for his very kind comments about San Francisco. Also for his nice piece about 50 years since the Cardiff
trolleybus closure. I'd just point out that the preserved single deck is 243 (KBO 961) built in 1955 used in service for but nine years and
preserved for fifty-six! 215, owned by the National Museum of Wales is in store and not available to the public - shameful.”
Roger Davies, U.K.

“I do not know how you keep doing it, yet another fascinating issue. As ever I love the Spotlight on the Media especially Lindsay Shelton,
Helene Ritchie and Dave Armstrong. How can a city keep promising 100% electric buses in 2025/2030 and now 2040 when the same city
abandoned 100% electric trolleybuses when they were not life-expired. You could not make it up. One thing is for certain it will not happen
in my lifetime given I am 71 next month!” Peter Blears, U.K.
“Thanks for the latest UTW - another good read. Just to add to Garry Ford’s story about Sydney’s Light Rail; the first class bookings to
Randwick and other sporting events was used on the cross bench cars where they had hard wooden slatted seats and leather padded
cushions were fitted to the first enclosed compartment to separate 1st class passengers from the rest of passengers. The press and TV has
always been anti public transport. One newspaper, which shall remain nameless, did full page articles on anti light rail propaganda for
years prior to opening. On the Sunday morning TV news, one station stated that the bone shakers were back in Sydney streets! The State
Premier, whose family were immigrants post war, said in a interview about the original trams that they were noisy and rough riding, and
she would not have seen a tram let alone ridden any being about a 40 year old. Also in 2019, both Newcastle and Canberra light rail
opened a week apart without any problems and low press coverage. The reason for Police escorts for the trams is the ‘phone zombies’ who
ignore any traffic and just walk out onto the roadway. There is now a special blitz squad moving around the city and fining these persons
who disobey traffic lights and other laws. Brian Muston, Australia.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA
Where you can catch up with what has been in the news and
who has been saying what...

Right: Letters to The Dominion Post on 7 January 2020.

13 years of waiting for promised national public transport card
Plans first raised 13 years ago for a single national smartcard to pay for all public transport won't be completed
until 2026. What happened?
When Snapper announced plans to launch into the wider Wellington region in 2007, transport officials were in
talks with Auckland authorities about linking up to build a smartcard system together that could be rolled out
to every train and bus across the entire country. Anywhere you went nationwide, you could hop any ride you
wanted and pay with a simple scan of the same card. It would put New Zealand on the level of global cities like
London and Hong Kong, with a streamlined system that would save time and eliminate the need for outdated
paper tickets. The NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) jumped on board in 2009, enthusiastically committing to a "core
centralised system" that would let transport services around the country tap into the same payment system.
Thirteen years later, Wellington commuters still use paper tickets for trains and ferries. The original plan in 2009
was for NZTA to pay 51 per cent of the cost of developing Auckland's AT HOP smartcard, plus $30 million for a
central management hub. That system would then expand into Wellington, followed by the rest of the
country. AT HOP cards went live for trains in 2012 and onto buses and ferries by 2014. The schedule would have
had Wellington adopt the HOP card in 2015, with a full rollout to trains and ferries by 2018. But when NZTA
went to the Greater Wellington Regional Council in 2015 to get them to adopt the system, the council
balked. Greater Wellington raised concerns that the technology was already outdated. Both AT HOP and
Snapper are top-up cards, which even in 2015 were already falling out of fashion internationally. Forced to go
back to the drawing board, NZTA came back with an "open loop" concept that would be linked to an account,
rather than a physical card. It would let commuters pay via contactless credit/debit cards, a mobile app linked to
a bank account, or with a traditional card. The system would be similar to the Oyster Card, which has been used
in London since 2011. One of the major benefits is that tourists are able to access public transport using a
regular bank card, without have to set up a special local bus card. That plan, dubbed Project NEXT, has been
stuck in development since 2016. Until it is completed, no changes are expected to paper-based train and ferry
tickets in Wellington. Metlink still officially considers Snapper to be an interim solution as they wait for Project
NEXT. Project NEXT was held up by the need to prioritise Bee Card, an interim top-up smartcard recently
launched in nine regions, which itself was delivered 18 months behind schedule. A scathing consultant's report
in October largely blamed NZTA for the delays, citing "unfocused" leadership. "To be honest, we have tended to
drop the ball," NZTA operations manager Charles Ronaldson admitted. "We weren't driving it as much as we
should have been." The contract to supply the software and services to run the national smartcard is set to go
out in March or April. Snapper is expected to be a major contender for the contract, along with French-based Thales, which operated the
AT HOP card, and German company INIT, which provided the Bee Card infrastructure. Trains in Wellington would be the first to adopt the
new card, before rolling out to the rest of the country. The initially announced launch date of 2021 is now more likely to be in early 2022.
A full national rollout won't be possible until 2026, when Auckland's AT HOP contract expires.
Source: The Dominion Post. 8 January 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118636100/13-years-of-waiting-for-promised-nationalpublic-transport-card
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bus fire in Wellington suburb of Wadestown
Commuters in the capital got a warm start to their morning when the bus they were travelling on caught
fire. There were about six people onboard the bus at the time, and no-one was injured. Fire crews
responded and quickly put out the blaze which was at the rear of the vehicle. Senior station officer from
Thorndon fire station Paul Lyall said the bus "burst into flames". The Go Wellington bus ignited at the
intersection of Vautier Avenue and Cecil Road, outside the Wadestown shops, shortly after 7am on
Wednesday morning. "The commuter bus was heading into the city. On the way up the hill the driver
noticed a lot of fumes coming in from the back of the bus. "He thought it may have been exhaust fumes.
As he was slowing down it got intense. He stopped the bus and it burst into flames." The fire would be
investigated, he said. "It could be an electrical fault within the system or could be a fuel leak." NZ Bus
chief commercial officer Scott Thorne said on Wednesday morning that the fire started in the bus' diesel
engine, but the exact cause was not yet known. The bus was about 10-years-old,* with commuter buses
typically lasting 20 years, and fires were rare, he said.
Source: The Dominion Post. 15 January 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118793548/bus-fire-inwellington-suburb-of-wadestown
* Incidentally, 2480 was new into service in 2005, so is fifteen years old, not ten.

Photo: Justin Eldering – Facebook.
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Buses weren’t getting the best of publicity in Auckland during the month. On 13 January a sightseeing double-decker ran away downhill
striking a mother and baby in Victoria Street and a day later a woman and a bus collided at the corner of Wellesley and Hobson Streets.
Further details:
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/407210/runaway-double-decker-strikes-mother-and-baby-on-victoria-st-in-auckland
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/407283/pedestrian-hit-by-bus-in-second-auckland-incident-in-two-days
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Retired Wellington trolley buses could become tiny homes and pie carts
When trolleybuses hit Wellington's streets, there was so much promise - now 58 of them are for sale*, for as little as $10,000 each. The
electric buses were a move away from diesel but about 2½ years ago they were taken off the road and the wire network they ran
on was removed. There were plans to retrofit the buses with electric battery technology, known as hybrid Wrightspeed motors, but the
experiment failed and the buses began to gather dust. Now they have popped up again - being advertised as potential tiny homes and pie
carts on auction website Trade Me. The 58 buses were listed by Auckland man Wayne Henry, who is selling them from $10,000 each. They
were bought for an undisclosed amount from NZ Bus. Henry told Stuff the buses were multi-faceted but because there were no overhead
wires in Wellington, they could no longer be used. In the listing, Henry said the buses, which were 12.6 metres long and 2.38m wide, were
"just screaming for a new life or the next chapter of what was or can be". Interior items inside the buses would be removed and repurposed, and specific electrical equipment had been removed for health and safety reasons. The buses would no longer have "Go
Wellington" or "City Loop"* on them, but Henry suggested they could have "Karori pie cart" or "The Yellow Lady", and sell burgers. "It is all
only limited by your imagination," the listing said. The trolleybuses were removed from service in October 2017, after the contract for the
vehicles ended and the $50 million cost of upgrading the overhead wire network was deemed too expensive by Greater Wellington
Regional Council. And its journey from Wellington's streets to a future as someone's bach was predicted by then-councillor Sue Kedgley,
who at the time planned to push for a vote on whether to ask the Government for support in retaining the trolleys on some routes. That
was halted by Transport Minister Phil Twyford's announcement it would cost too much to reverse the council's decision, with tens of
millions of dollars needed to cancel decommissioning contracts and reintroduce buses already removed. At the time, Kedgley said it was a
sad day for Wellington and that Twyford had made a short-sighted decision. "We are moving back at a million miles an hour." When
Kedgley heard about the fate of the retired trolley buses, she told Stuff it was an incredible waste of a valuable city asset. "It's ludicrous to
go from electric-powered, completely sustainable trolleybuses to diesel buses. "Had the decision been delayed a couple of years, I doubt it
would happen because of the greater awareness of climate change and some councillors would have probably realised the folly of the
decision." However, she was not surprised the buses had ended up on Trade Me and was pleased that there was some use of them
instead of being sent to the scrap. Regional council chairman Daran Ponter said the cost benefit of converting the trolleys "just didn't stack
up". "I would have preferred the trolleybuses were retained for a longer period to bridge the transition. But none of us could have
envisaged the transition would take as long as it did." Public transport advocate Mike Mellor said there was nothing else for the trolley
buses to do as there was no network for them to run on. "They could be modified but the question is whether it's worth it ... they're not
life expired but they're getting on," Mellor said. "It's sad but largely inevitable ... electric buses are the way but, in the meantime, it's a
shame we've gone to diesel."
Source: Stuff. 22 January 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/118911646/retired-wellington-trolley-busescould-become-tiny-homes-and-pie-carts
* Originally, there were sixty Designline trolleybuses. The three prototypes, 301-303, have already been donated by NZ Bus to The
Omnibus Society, leaving 57 examples. 361 is still operational as a battery bus on Airport Flyer duties and if 384 is donated to M.O.T.A.T.
that leaves Mr Henry with 55 buses. The words “City Loop” have never been a feature on the Designline trolleybuses.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NZ Bus finally admits defeat over plans to retrofit electric trolley buses
And so it has come to pass, Wellington's doomed-to-fail trolleybus plan has done just that - failed. The plan was for the old trolleys - once
the centrepiece of the capital's public transport network - to be taken down, modernised, and swiftly put back on the road. Over two years
later owner NZ Bus has admitted defeat, the vehicles have been snapped up by a private buyer and are being listed as potential tiny
homes or beach baches. Why is this a problem? Firstly, because the 60-odd electric trolley buses have been replaced by diesel buses which will continue to operate until early next year - and secondly, because Greater Wellington Regional Council ignored warnings the
retrofitting exercise wouldn't work. Plan A was to fit the trolleys with Wrightspeed hybrid motors, fledgling technology being developed in
the United States and being trialled by one other company worldwide - a rubbish collection operation in Sonoma County, California. To
date, according to the company's website, no other companies have adopted the technology. When that failed, NZ Bus - whose only
obligation to the council was to replace the trolleys with electric vehicles at some stage - turned to existing battery bus technology. The
signs there weren't good, either, and the company and council quietly decided to ditch the plans and palm off the troublesome trolleys to
someone else. Former councillor Sue Kedgley was one who expressed concern over the Wrightspeed plan. It's a shame no one listened to
her. The council says a new batch of electric buses is on its way and should be rolled out by early next year. Just three years late.
Source: Stuff. 22 January 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118935535/nz-bus-finally-admits-defeat-over-plans-to-retrofit-electric-trolley-buses

Left: The Dominion Post 23 January 2020. The newspaper continued to repeat the error of “58”
trolleybuses for sale when in fact there are only 55 available.
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“Refresh” of bus timetables on Sunday will improve reliability, says Daran Ponter
News from Wellington Regional Council
Metlink is refreshing its Wellington City bus timetables from Sunday, to improve reliability and better match customer demand with
available driver and bus resources amid national driver shortages. Regional Council Chair Daran Ponter says in the lead up to these
changes, 14 Tranzurban operated services that were suspended are now reinstated. The timetable changes from 26 January will reduce
the number of suspended services to 21, down from 55 services at the end of 2019, with further services expected to be restored in the
near future. “Though there will be less suspended services overall, some Tranzurban services will remain suspended as we, along with the
rest of the country, continue to deal with driver shortages,” Cr Ponter says. The timetable refreshment coincides with a time when the
Wellington network will be under peak-hour pressure, says the Chair of the Transport Committee Roger Blakeley. “So while available
resources will be targeted to areas of greatest need customers can expect peak time buses to be operating at or close to capacity. “This is
generally Metlink’s busiest time of year with students coming back to university, so we’re advising customers travelling by bus that they
may not get their first choice of bus during the morning peak, and to consider travelling earlier if it suits their schedule. “The changes
being made to Metlink timetables will also reflect feedback collected during our recent Bus Network Review where customers gave us
valuable feedback,” Cr Blakeley says. Metlink is encouraging bus users to check the new timetables on January 26, and stay up to date with
the network by subscribing to My Metlink, downloading the Metlink app or checking the Metlink website.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 22 January 2020. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=125253
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 23 January 2020.

After six near misses, blind man halts Wellington buses in protest
A blind man is out to stop rule-breaking Wellington bus drivers after experiencing six near misses in the last
two years. Wesley Gyles-Bedford, 32, has been 90 per cent blind from birth, and is sick of bus drivers racing the
lights and parking over pedestrian crossings. Gyles-Bedford last week witnessed an Airport Flyer bus stop too
late at the intersection of Boulcott St, Manners St, and Lambton Quay,* partially blocking the crossing. He stood
in front of the bus for five minutes while he called in a complaint to police, halting traffic along busy Lambton
Quay. "I'm getting tired of bus drivers driving off before I get their details," he said. People with disabilities
should be safe at crossings when the green man was flashing, he said. "Between these lines is our safe zone."
Four busses were held up behind him while he made the call, and a few pedestrians approached him, some
even trying to move him out of the way, to which he held up his free hand and told them: "It's justified."
"Nobody ever wants to help," he later said. When approached for comment, NZBus, who operate the Airport
Flyer, referred Stuff to Metlink. Metlink said they were aware of a number of complaints from Gyles-Bedford
relating to a variety of services and different operators. Gyles-Bedford said on other occasions he'd had near
misses as buses raced the lights and counted on pedestrians to see them coming to make it through unscathed,
he said. His limited vision makes that impossible. "If a bus comes around the corner too fast, I don't see it till
the last minute," he said. "It's dangerous. It's not on." Gyles-Bedford said he wanted painted road markings
pushed back to give pedestrians more space at crossings and disciplinary action taken when drivers broke the
road rules. The most dangerous intersections were those at Boulcott and Willis Streets in the city centre, Rintoul and Riddiford Streets in
Newtown, and the length of the CBD's Golden Mile, he said. Often buses would be going too fast to stop despite the pedestrians getting
the green light. "The lights do change quickly," he said. When he worked at McDonald's on Manners St, he heard local sales people
describe the road as "the bowling alley". Bike racks on the fronts of buses also often encroached on crossings, posing a risk to visually
impaired people, he said. Gyles-Bedford said he wanted more care and patience from drivers. "There's so much more drivers can do," he
said. There was a spike in complaints from bus users at the time the network changed in 2018, but according to a recent Metlink report,
numbers were returning to pre-change levels. Metlink received 4,870 complaints between July and November last year, down 59.8 per
cent from last year's total of 12,113 for the same period. A Metlink spokesperson said all complaints about their services were logged,
investigated and relayed to operators for action, and they received input from disability groups to inform their services. "We encourage all
customers to call Metlink whenever they experience issues on the region's network – this helps us make improvements."
Source: Stuff. 24 January 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/wellington-top-stories/118967574/after-six-near-misses-blindman-halts-wellington-buses-in-protest?cid=app-iPhone
~ The story was accompanied by none other than a photograph of a line-up of trolleybuses in Willis Street!
* Lambton Quay does not interconnect with Boulcott and Willis Streets.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Right: Airport Flyer 2502 (possibly) at the intersection referred to in the
story, turning out of Manners Street into Willis Street on 12 November
2019. Boulcott Street is in the background. Photo: Alan Wickens.
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Metlink meet visually-impaired man who held up bus in protest at encroachment
Press Release – Greater Wellington Regional Council
People with disabilities, their whanau (family) and wider support network, should share their experiences and suggestions on how to
improve journeys and facilities across the region, according to the Chair of Greater Wellington Regional Council’s Transport Committee
Roger Blakeley. His comments came after a man with visual impairment held up an Airport Flyer bus in the city in protest against buses
encroaching on pedestrian crossings. “While the Airport Flyer is not a Metlink service, our staff have met the man to understand and take
action on his concerns. We take his issues seriously and work closely with our operators and drivers on training and reinforcement
measures to make improvements,” says Cr Blakeley. Metlink has a number of reference groups with input from disability advocates and
groups that help inform its services and infrastructure. “We encourage all customers to contact Metlink whenever they experience issues
on the network. Statistics New Zealand shows that one in four New Zealanders are disabled, and making buses, trains and ferries safe for
them has a greater net effect for our region and all of the people travelling on our network,” adds Cr Blakeley. The Regional Council is
working with the NZ Transport Agency and the Wellington City Council on a bus priority programme to improve road layout, markings and
bus boxes at stops on eight routes, to make journeys more reliable and give buses more room to manoeuvre.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 24 January 2020. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=125313
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: The Dominion Post 28 January 2020.
Right: Metlink consider we deserve “a reliable bus network”. That’s nice to know.
Posters to assure passengers are appearing on some buses.

Left: The Dominion Post 30 January 2020.
(Neil, didn’t we once have something like this
before it was all destroyed? We called them
trolleybuses.)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Horizontal rain and gale force winds? You must really love this place. We do, especially in summertime when the Southern Rata blooms
opposite Parliament. On 28 January 2020, a NZ Bus ADL Enviro500 passes the old Government Building in Lambton Quay as it starts
another run out to Lyall Bay on Route 3. Just a few metres to the left of this view once hung the last span wire with a few trolleybus fittings
hanging off it. This has now been removed leaving not much more than wall anchors and traction pole identification plates to remind us of
the days when trolleybuses ran in the Capital.
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THEN AND NOW IN PANAMA STREET
Panama Street once hummed to the sound of trolleybuses, prior to the continuation of the overhead along Lambton Quay
for buses to travel via Hunter Street. Prior to this, buses turned off Lambton Quay into Panama Street and made their way
outbound crossing Featherston Street and turning right into Customhouse Quay to reach Willis Street. It has been many
years* since the scene below was witnessed but in January 2020 for several days buses once again travelled along this
short stretch of Panama Street due to kerbing works in Lambton Quay.

Left: This undated photograph from
W.C.T. days sees Volvo 264 and Ansaldo
127 making their way along Panama
Street. In the background, a new
building was being erected in Lambton
Quay.
Photo: N.Z. Bus collection, Kilbirnie.

Right: As would be expected, Panama Street is
now a much busier place where the car is king.
There are still a couple of clues to be found that
trolleybuses once ran through this area –
anchors are visible that held the span wires
aloft. On 7 January 2020 electric traction was
able to replicate the earlier picture with
Tranzurban battery bus 3706 heading along this
short diversion to Island Bay.

Left: On the same day Airport Flyer 2508 passes the same spot
and being a single-decker gives us a better view of the distinctive
building behind it.
* The last regular bus services to use Panama Street ran on 29
May 1988. The new ‘bus only’ lane in Lambton Quay opened the
following day. The dedicated bus lane takes buses southbound
past Panama Street to Hunter Street.
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SAN FRANCISCO’S CABLE CARS
Roger Davies takes us on a ride on San Fran’s famous transportation.
San Francisco has all forms of public transport. It’s a mecca for the enthusiast, but is most famous for its cable cars. The city is built on 34
hills some of which are almost impossible to walk uo or down and have steps in the pavement. As we all know, these are called sidewalks
in the U.S., so imagine my surprise early on driving in that country to see a sign saying “Do not park on pavement”. You don’t have those I
thought, but pavement is the road, so be wary. Anyway, back to San Francisco and in 1873 a Scotsman, Andrew Hallidie, witnessed a
terrible crash when horses hauling a carriage up one of these hills lost their footing with dire consequences for them and those on board.
There must be a better way, he thought and invented the cable car. These run on tracks with, today, a central groove in which a cable
runs, today at a constant speed of nine and a half miles an hour. The car has a grip that runs in the groove and the driver, the gripman,
uses levers to grip the cable and tow the car along. To stop, the gripman releases the cable and applies the brakes, these days, such things
are relined every three days. Hallidie
introduced the first line on Clay
Hyde Street with Car 9 built by Muni in 1997 and carrying the 1927 to 1944 livery
Street and soon many others
passes 27 built 110 years earlier in 1887 by Mahoney carrying standard livery.
followed the city ending up with
Street.
around 120 miles of the things
operated by many companies. Not
all were on steep hills, many were
on the flat and companies soon
realised with the advent of electric
streetcars, they had outdated
technology. At 05.12am on 18 April
1906, nature took a hand and a
massive 7.9 scale earthquake
destroyed much of the cable car
infrastructure. A devastating fire
followed. No U.S. city worth its salt
has not had a devastating fire but
San Francisco’s is the most famous,
destroying yet more. Companies
were keen to get back into service
and many introduced electric
streetcars. It is said that city officials
were bribed to allow the erection of
overhead wires, but the fact is,
however it was done, public transit was back within a
month helping no end with the return to normality. Few
The money shot. 1887-built car 27 decends
cable car lines remained. Gradually San Francisco
Hyde Street with Alcatraz in the background.
Municipal Railway, Muni to all, became the dominant
operator becoming the sole operator with the 1952
purchase of the California street cable car company.
Muni’s policy was to do away with the cable cars, the
infrastructure was in a terrible state and, with the
introduction of one way streets, cable cars sometimes ran
contra flow. Then up pops a lady called Freidl Klussmann
who started a campaign saying cable cars were a part of
the city with the rumbling of the cables and the ringing of
the bells. It may not have been as popular a cause as
history will have you believe but then Muni did something
state and municipally owned utilities are so good at, it
shot itself in the foot. It announced the closure of several
cable lines, then, with little warning, added two more, the
Washington and Jackson. There was uproar, Klussmann’s
cause was boosted and the future of the final three lines
assured. In 1982, the whole thing was shut down for two
years for total refurbishment and became a City, State as
Car 18, built by Muni in 1962 in standard livery
heads two others at Hyde Street terminus.

well as a National monument, ensuring its future. Today there are
three lines, the Powell Hyde, the Powell Mason and the
California. The Powell street lines three terminals have turntables
so use single ended cars. The California street has stub terminals
so uses double ended cars. As Muni steadily rebuilds the fleet,
you may ride a car dating from 1887 or 2014, all look the same.
Some carry historic liveries but most a standard Muni scheme for
cable cars. Whilst it is claimed they remain a part of the city’s
transit, in reality they are mostly a tourist attraction. Fares are $8
with no transfer compared with $3 and a 90 minute transfer on
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everything else. Queues can
be long; a 45 minute wait is
commonplace and getting on
mid-journey
is
near
impossible. But boy, is it a fun
and unique ride that, quite
simply, has to be done.
--------------------------------

Left: Car 17 built by Mahoney
in 1887 is turned by its crew
at Hyde Street terminus at
what is called the Friedel
Klussmann
memorial
turnaround but is officially
called Aquatic Park.

Right: The gripman’s controls in a California Street car.

Left: A line of California street cars wait to
move to the Market Street terminus. The
leading car, 54, was built in 1907 by
Holman.

Right: The cable car barn with the four cables all
moving at nine and a half miles an hour. The barn is
open to the public and there is a small museum and
shop. Entry is free.
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Left: Car 42 at the
California
Street
terminus at Market is a
bit special. Built by
Holman in 1906, on
retirement, it was sold
to a cattleman in north
California. He fitted it
with a petrol engine,
laid tracks and used it
to show potential
buyers his stock on his
property. When he
died, the non profit
Market Street Railway
who support Muni
over historic streetcars
and cable cars brought
it back and it has been
returned to original
condition. It is now the
Mayor’s official cable
car and comes out on
special occasions.

Photos and text: Roger Davies.

Right: Starting to
climb Powell Street
after passing the
shopping centre of
Union Square is car 13
built by Muni in 1991
and in 1907-1920s
livery.
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HERE AND THERE
Left: Melling is at the end of a short branch that
leaves the Hutt Valley railway line just north of
Petone. During the shutdown of most of the rail
network over the Christmas/New Year period buses
were used to replace many train services. Tranzurban
holds the contract for these rail replacement services
and on 3 January 2020 one of its double-deckers,
3510, reached Melling station. Somewhat of an
overkill for the amount of passengers that travelled
but an interesting sight nonetheless. Photo: Ed Law.

Right: As mentioned in January’s edition, a long running
diversion for Route 3 is taking place in Mt Cook. As part
of the Omāroro Reservoir project new water mains are
being installed in the area, including along Wallace
Street where buses to and from Lyall Bay normally run.
The diversion, which is in place for about six months, will
take traffic along Hargreaves Street and Wright Street to
meet with John Street. On 7 January 2020, NZ Bus
Scania 2166 runs down the short section of Hargreaves
Street before re-joining Wallace Street.

Left: Part of Route 3 for the next six months during the
Omāroro Reservoir project. Scania 2203 (once one of ten
based at now closed Waterloo depot) heads north along
Wright Street on the diversion from Newtown on 10
January 2020.
Below: Meanwhile, former Auckland Roskill-based Scania
2159 climbs Hargreaves Street and turns into Wright
Street while on the diversion the same day.
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Above: Then and now in Wallace Street, Mt Cook. The top photograph shows 384 (which also featured in last month’s issue) descending
Wallace Street towards the City on 15 February 2011 on a Route 10 service to the Railway Station. With Wallace Street now blocked off to
all but local residents the buses are diverted as described on the previous page. Scania 2210 turns out of Hargreaves Street on 10 January
2020. This area of Mt Cook is now the domain of the 3.
Left and below: The other main diversion during January affected
outbound services. Part of Lambton Quay was closed (see page 11)
with buses diverted to Hunter Street via Panama and Featherston
Streets. On 10 January, BCI 3427 turns out of Panama Street while
working a 7 to Brooklyn. Airport Flyer Scania 2511 travels along
Featherston Street passing the Intercontinental Hotel.
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Left: For fifteen years, between 1950 and 1965, trolleybuses ran
for about one kilometre from the city centre to near the end of
Aotea Quay. Route 16 was operated by Crossley and B.U.T.
buses. There was a strange arrangement on reaching the
destination whereby the driver reversed into the terminus (as
shown here) and then on departure turned right into Aotea
Quay and drove back to the city. Today opposite this point is
where the many cruise ships that visit the port in summer tie up
and hundreds of thousands of passenger are now transported
by bus for the short trip to the centre of Wellington. If only the
overhead, trolleybuses and wherewithal remained – what a
unique experience the cruisers would have.
Photo: Graeme Bennett.

Right: In 2020 cruise ship passengers are picked up alongside
their ship and taken to one of two places in the city;
Lambton Quay, opposite Parliament, or Wakefield Street by
the Michael Fowler Centre. On 14 January, BCI (Bus & Coach
International) 3417 has just turned left from Victoria Street
into Wakefield Street with another load of passengers. Until
2017 this area remained part of the emergency diversionary
route for trolleybuses. Up until 2010 it was a part of
trolleybus routes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10 and 11. Once Manners
Street reopened throughout for buses this area once again
became almost silent as far as buses were concerned. The
overhead in Wakefield Street was removed just prior to the
end of trolleybus operation, in October 2017. Below right:
363 passing the same spot on 17 September 2010.

Left: This large
street
banner
appeared at the
Interchange and
was photographed
on 14 January.
Clearly, NZ Bus are
still searching for
staff.

Left and below: Wakefield Street now and then. Tranzurban Optare 3166
performs cruise ship shuttle duties on 14 January 2020, while on 14 April
2010, 360 is outside the Town Hall and is about to turn into Cuba Street en
route to Seatoun.
The Town Hall has been
closed since 2013. It has
to
be
earthquake
strengthened.
Work
only started in 2019 and
is not expected to be
completed until 2023
That will make it closed
for ten years!
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Right: Phil Waters recently visited the Beamish Museum in County Durham in the
north of England to record the latest items of interest. The museum is laid out in the
style of a village, similar to that of Ferrymead in Christchurch but with very much an
English stamp on it. Phil photographed former Sunderland Corporation tram 16,
dating from 1900, at work at the complex.

Left: The last two 2002 M.A.N.s from the former
Valley Flyer fleet, 1301 and 1324, until recently
operating as part of the NZ Bus fleet on Wellington
city services, left Kilbirnie depot on January 17 for a
new life in Tauranga. It is understood they will be
used there on school bus contracts.
Photo: Peter Coventry.

Right: Believed to be part of the GWRC trial of advertising
over windows, NZ Bus ADL 4145 (former Auckland Metrolink
“fill in” – hence the colour scheme) was photographed
wearing an advert for Victoria University. It had stopped,
coincidentally, outside the University’s campus at the
Wellington Interchange on 21 January while working a Route
14. If the trial is deemed a success then no doubt more buses
will be seen with these larger advertisements on them as in
the days when Go Wellington ran the bus services.
Advertising provides revenue for the Regional Council.

Left: Youthful bravado or utter
stupidity? Mike Mellor photographed
this “bus surfer” hanging off the rear of
3504 travelling along Victoria Street on a
Kingston service on 26 November 2019.
Right: Mike also sent me this
photograph of a “pop-up” card he
recently bought at Te Papa (N.Z.s
National Museum). Visitors may not pick
up on the bloopers but locals will
certainly notice the inclusion of Westpac
Stadium, now renamed Sky Stadium and
the bright yellow trolleybus! Has the
card been around for a few years, if so it
certainly could do with an update? Perhaps the Museum should be considering buying one of Mr
Henry’s trolleybuses and putting it on display to show the city’s long (68 year) association with
this form of transportation. I somewhat doubt it will though.
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Left: “How are the mighty fallen”. 268
was the highest numbered Wellington
Volvo and lasted in service until the
last day of Volvo operation on 16
November 2009. It was subsequently
donated for preservation and was
moved to The Trolleybus Museum at
Foxton. Local, Wayne Duncan, hasn’t
seen any movement of trolleybuses
around the rural town since July 2016
and personally doesn’t hold much
hope for a revival there. Meanwhile he
took this photograph of 268 on 10
January 2020 awaiting its fate with the
bus looking very much worse for wear,
including a smashed windscreen.

Right: Looking back to happier times at Foxton. Ten years
earlier, on 25 January 2010, 268 was operational and
photographed travelling along Main Street, with reader
Peter Hill at the wheel. In more recent times some of the
overhead in the town has been removed and in 2017
changes to roading will make it difficult to turn from
Main Road into Wharf Street. Photo: Alan Wickens.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT... Manners Street was once a thoroughfare for cars and public transport in its entirety. In 1979 a section
of it, between Victoria Street and Cuba Street, was transformed into a pedestrian mall. In 1993 there were calls for it to revert again to full
public transport use. However, it was not until 29 November 2010, seventeen years later, that the street finally reopened throughout as a
major thoroughfare, mainly for buses and trolleybuses. One of the landmarks that disappeared is the footbridge that spanned the street by
James Smith’s corner with Cuba Street (see below). The photograph was taken by Markus Lang on 24 March 1989. If readers have
photographs or information depicting this long lost bridge I would be pleased to publish them. More photos on page 32.

Below: 374 (with a flag attached to its right rope) stops in
Manners Street on 7 July 2017 while working an 11 from
Seatoun. The bridge once straddled the road in the area just in
front of the bus near the traffic light.
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THE FINAL DAYS OF CARDIFF’S TROLLEYBUSES
Last month’s feature on Cardiff’s trolleybuses prompted Roger Davies to share this article
that first appeared in Classic Bus.
My degree course in Sheffield was aimed at local authorities and included periods of placement with such bodies. One of which that had
kindly volunteered was Cardiff. During the three months I was there, I learned three things. Firstly, compared with local government folk,
students were a pretty sober bunch. Secondly, I didn’t want to work in that trade which was a touch serious, but for this piece number
three was the winner. I was wandering along a City Hall corridor with my jacket on, shirt sleeves were banned outside offices, when I was
challenged by a colleague who knew my disposition to thing bus. “When do Cardiff trolleybuses finish?” I had this one, “Weekend of
January 10/11 1970,” I replied. “Nope,” he said, “Tonight.” Now this guy had form’ he’d correctly advised me of the release of The Beatles
Abbey Road LP (the band had long since given up telling us, knowing we’d soon latch on), so was a source to be reckoned with. A few
phone calls, others had found out too, and it was true. The date was 3 December 1969 and, for the small band of us who had grown up
with the c rimson lake trolleys and gathered on that dark night, that was the true end of the system we held in such affection. It fell to
1955 BUT/East Lancs 286 to be the final normal in-service trolleybus, although not without some persuasion. Gradually, during the day
motorbuses had substituted the six trolleybuses available for service, and I had used my lunch break to get some final photos. 286 had
been abandoned at the city centre terminus of Havelock Street awaiting removal to the depot at Roath. The small band of enthusiasts
managed to talk the crew of the final service, the 10.49 to Ely 10B then running back across the city to Roath
depot in Cardiff, a ‘shed working’ to use 286 and, stars that they were, they agreed. At the outer terminus,
photos were taken, a small wreath attached to the bus and we set off across the city. For those of us leaving
286 at Roath that night, it felt like the end and we were right. Within a few days it was announced that
trolleybuses would not return to normal service but the week-long special services planned for the closure
would go ahead. But for those of us around midnight at Roath leaving 286, that really was the end of the
working system. So what had happened? A dispute with craftsmen at Roath depot over bonus payments
had delayed repairs to trolleybuses. By this time, only 10 trolleys remained licenced for a requirement of
13, so motorbuses were a common sight and, at last, the replacement buses were beginning to arrive,
many months late and a portent for the dreadful years to follow. On 2 December the dispute escalated to
spot all work on trolleybuses. If that was not enough, something else occurred. Cardiff’s trolleybuses had
always been plagued by bridge problems. Another bridge problem struck on 1 April 1969, when that over
the River Ely used by the last trolleybus routes, 10A/B, was declared unsafe. Replacement Bailey Bridges
were quickly erected, as it was, after all, the main westbound A48 before the days of the M4. It’s
indicative of the critical shortage of motorbuses that Cardiff City Transport wired the Bailey bridges to
continue using trolleybuses, although the temptation to call it a day must have been strong. It had been
announced that part of the new bridge would be opened on 29 December and it was clearly out of the question to
wire it up for under two weeks, so operation of Cardiff’s last trolleybus route had indeed been 3 December. Cardiff City Transport was
very good about it all. A tour booked for 7 December went ahead using preserved BUT/Bruce 262,
now bedecked with flags and bunting, was run from the bus station to Victoria Park, then across
the city to Roath depot where tours of the facility were given. Again, Cardiff City Transport was
most obliging allowing enthusiasts to conduct the tours. On the way back to the city, 262 paused
at Newport Road library where a display about trolleybuses was mounted; all this for three
shillings and 262 was driven by Mr P H Lepine-Smith of the Maypine trolleybus company. On
Friday and Saturday 9/10 January a special service between the city centre and Victoria Park was
provided using all serviceable trolleybuses, sadly not including 286, so Cardiffians could enjoy a
final ride. 262 continued its special service, including one with invited guests and civic dignitaries
including afternoon tea at the library. Unlike Cardiff City Transport, local politicians showed little
interest the transport committee chairman failing to show. It was reported in the local paper he
was at a party. The final day, Sunday 11 January, dawned wet and gloomy. 262, its bunting
somewhat soggy, was joined by 215 and 277 in running pre-booked enthusiasts’ tours over the
whole remaining system. They were towe4d over the new Ely bridge by the National Trolleybus
Association’s ex-Rotherham Bristol tower wagon. 262 was scheduled to be the last to Ely and
those of us on board said our fond farewells, the second time for some of us. As we headed
back, 215 was seen heading towards Ely. This was unacceptable, so the Rotherham Bristol was
put to work and once again 262 headed for Ely. This was it... for the third and final time I bade
farewell to Ely by trolleybus. One of our number, clutching a small dog, proclaimed, “it was the
first dog to Ely by trolleybus and, by heck, it’ll be the last.” 262 arrived back at Roath depot and at
4.50pm the power was turned off for the last time. There was an odd sequel to the final closure. By and large, Cardiff replaced old
trolleybuses with new motorbuses. Indeed, at the start of conversion, these were specific 70-seat, 30ft variants of the standard intake.
From the start, there had been problems with late delivery and early closure of trolleybus routes. For the final conversion, it was claimed
that so busy were the services that 2-door double decks were needed. That isn’t exactly borne out by facts and was more likely to do with
the fad for such things at the time, soon dropped by most operators for the far safer front door only, Cardiff included. So, 25 Daimler
Fleetlines with Willowbrook 2-door bodies were ordered, 14 to replace the last trolleybuses out of Roath depot and the other nine for
motor bus replacement at Sloper Road depot. Deliveries started to Roath and when the trolleybuses came off, generally the rather fine
and imposing new buses replaced them. Enthusiasts may have been saddened, but I’m not sure the population of Ely were. When the
official conversion took place on 11 January 1970, the trolleybus replacement routes, now numbered 14/15, were moved to Sloper Road in
exchange for routes to Tremorfa and Splott. This made perfect sense from an operational point of view but mean t the replacement
buses were in the wrong depot. So, from day one of the new 14/15, customers got whatever Sloper Road could turn out, very varied, and
some well past their prime and without correct destinations, requiring boards placed in windscreens. A most peculiar end, and although
the nine 2-door buses when they arrived at Sloper Road did make appearances, it must all have surely been anticipated.
Footnote to the photographs:
Both photographs of 286 were taken on 3 December 1969 on the last route; 10A/B. 286 was a 1955 BUT with East Lancs body which later that day
became the final service trolley. The rear view is heading along Cowbridge Road, the front at Victoria Park which had once been the terminus
of trolleybus routes 5 (closed in 1965) and 8 (1968) Incidentally, I was born and grew up a bit to the right - Victoria Park was my local stop. At its peak it
had 32 trolleybuses an hour. My local sweet shop is behind 286. On 11 January 2020 it was exactly 50 years since the final closure.
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SPECIAL WORK 639 REMEMBERED

Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in
Wellington. This month we feature Crossing 639, situated in Taranaki Street
where outbound Routes 10 and 11 once turned right from Manners Street into
Taranaki Street and inbound services from Courtenay Place crossed.
*Switches started with the number 4, Merges with 5 and crossings with 6.

Right: Crossing 639 was a piece of special work that was used
a large number of times daily by trolleybuses; Routes 1, 2, 3
and 5 (and the occasional 6) would all pass through it as they
made their way inbound through the city and Routes 10 and
11 would cross as they made their way outbound into
Taranaki Street. On 5 May 2003, Volvo 256 is about to pass
through the crossing as it leaves Courtenay Place, crosses
Taranaki Street and continues its journey into Dixon Street.
The two steel towers in the background were part of a bungy
jump activity that graced this corner for a number of years.
The seat can be seen suspended just above the crossing.

Left: 356 and 350 cross Taranaki Street on 14 April
2010 as they make their way across the intersection
from Courtenay Place into Dixon Street. Crossing 639
can be seen just behind 356’s poles. The inbound
route used by the 10 and 11 swings into view at the
top right of the photograph.

Right: 346 travels across the intersection into Dixon
Street on 25 November 2010. Three days later buses
would travel straight ahead into the newly reopened
Manners Street towards where the photographer is
standing. The overhead had been removed in Dixon
Street so it was a case of using battery power for this
section of the route. Crossing 639 is clearly visible in this
view and the plate can be seen a little further back on
the span wire.
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Left: Prototype 303 turns right from Manners Street into
Taranaki Street. The poles are passing the SLOW 15kph sign
and about to pass through the crossing. Strangely the bus is
displaying Route 1. Buses on that route would have
proceeded straight ahead into Courtenay Place.

Right: 379 and 348 approach the crossing as they travel inbound towards
the Railway Station on 7 January 2011.

348 turns out of Manners Street into Taranaki Street on 27 February 2013 with a service to Newtown Park. The bungy jump had been
removed by this date. Plate 639 can be seen (arrowed) on the span wire.

Left: By 23 January 2018, the overhead was being removed in
the area. Special work 639 remained though truncated either
end. In the background plate 543 and its merge warning sign
still hung from the span although the merge itself had also been
cut either end. This was once where inbound trolleybuses using
Taranaki Street (10 and 11) joined those crossing from
Courtenay Place (1, 2, 3 and 5).
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Above: 344 crosses Taranaki Street on 1 May 2017 on its way to the
Railway Station, its off-side covered with a large advertisement for the
King Arthur movie. The poles are just about to pass under plate 639.
The crossing is just above the traffic light. Six months later sights like
this were gone. The overhead was quickly removed and by July 2018
double-deckers, some electric, were plying the same route.

Right: Crossing 639 diagram - courtesy WCCL.

Left: The same intersection
from a different angle on 19
April 2017. In this view 332
leaves Taranaki Street to
enter Manners Street while
Not in Service to the
Interchange where it will
begin work. 332’s poles are
about to travel through the
crossing.

My thanks to Wellington Cable Car Ltd for donating plate 639 ensuring it will remain for posterity.
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A FOCUS ON 352 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR
The on-going series about the Designline fleet, this month we remember 352.

Right: Pretty much “new out of the box”
on 21 January 2009, 352 makes its way
along Lambton Quay and passes Midland
Park with an afternoon Route 5 service to
Hataitai.

Left: September 2010 was the last month that buses
travelled outbound via Cuba Street. On 24 September, the
last day of operation in this street for trolleybuses, 352
stops for passengers. Unfortunately the camera didn’t
record the bus’s destination.

Right: On 12 May 2011, 352 was photographed at the Interchange
about to depart for Island Bay. In the background is 1989 M.A.N.
170 laying over before performing a 7 duty to Kingston.

Left: A trio of trolleybuses travel in convoy through Manners Street
on a damp 19 October 2012 led by 352 travelling to Seatoun. A
couple of M.A.N. 700 series diesels bring up the rear.
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Right: Our 2013 view sees 352 over
the pit undergoing some maintenance
inside Kilbirnie depot on 29
December.

Below: 352 managed to escape the
drawcard of the advertising dollar on
its side for a number of years. On 25
September 2014 it was still “clean”
when
photographed
climbing
Brooklyn Road on a duty to Kingston.
The front right hand corner has clearly
suffered a clout.

Below: On 8 June 2015, 352 being used for driver training.
The driver was also getting some experience of driving on
battery power along Victoria Street.

Right: 352 is crossing Taranaki Street and
travelling Not in Service to the Interchange
to commence duty on 27 June 2016. The
trolleybus is about to travel under Crossing
639 as featured on page 21. The plate can
be seen on the extreme left edge of the
photograph. One wonders how popular
these large side advertisements were with
passengers. They were certainly popular
with the bus companies for the revenue
they generated. Metlink has now stopped
their use on the buses it contracts for its
services.
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Left: The busy
intersection
of
Riddiford Street,
Adelaide
Road
and John Street.
On 3 February
2017, 352 makes
the turn into John
Street
on
an
inbound Route 11
duty
to
the
Railway Station.
Yet another largescale
advert
adorns its side.

Right: Just four days before the
trolleybus closure, 352 departs
the Interchange on 27 October
2017 with an Island Bay service.
352 ended up being the very
last trolleybus I saw in service
on the evening of 31 October.
Again, it was departing for
Island Bay.

Left: The trolleybuses inside Kilbirnie depot, although
sold, still wait for a decision on their future. 352
stands alongside 376. When photographed on 13
January 2020 the fleet had been there for over
twenty-six months. The only noticeable change from
other visits is that a tape barrier has been placed in
front of the buses, presumably indicating that they
are not to be touched. Will they still be here next
month?
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A VISIT TO KILBIRNIE

Now that the trolleybus fleet has been sold it is just a matter of time before they are moved to new homes to start life in whatever form
awaits them. Visits to Kilbirnie depot to photograph the static fleet are now on borrowed time and will be limited in future. On 13 January
2020, 363 is framed by 384 and 371. 363 didn’t make it until the last day of running; its open electrical equipment bay suggesting that
something untoward had happened. Far from it, it was last seen in service in October 2017. The other two buses did run on 31 October
2017; in fact twenty-nine of the fleet made it into service on that final day.
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Above: 337 was one of several buses that spent too much of its existence
inside Kilbirnie depot. I last saw this bus in service in May 2015.
Right: 385 has somehow lost its driver’s seat. This bus didn’t quite make it
until the last day, though was seen on 27 October 2017.
Below: The failed Wrightspeed prototype 362 stands beside 371, 386, 337
and 378 on 13 January 2020.

Right: Had 336 been given eyes, it would have been staring at the light streaming
through these windows for the last twenty-six months and wondering when it would
ever see freedom from within the walls. Instead it has been enduring a
bombardment of “you know what” from the depot’s roosting birds. 336 was another
casualty of mechanical issues. I last saw it in service in August 2015.
Depot photographs taken with permission.
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TROLLEYBUSES FOR SALE!
The new owner of Wellington’s trolleybus fleet, Wayne Henry, has now
advertised them for re-sale. On 17 January 2020 they were
made available for sale on Trade Me:
https://www.trademe.co.nz/motors/buses/house-buses/auction-2494871203.htm
Here are the details of the listing:
It’s Time to list a former transport icon to explore its next chapter in life.
What can it be??????
Is it a museum piece??
Is it a spare room for that self sufficient teen, not ready to leave home.
Is it a granny flat or a nanny flat??
Is it a Bach on your beach?
Or just a cottage on the back of your block ?
An office on your site?
Do you glue 4 together and call it the ultimate modern, cost aware grand design for the few
conscious energy efficient millennials?
At 12.6 long x 2.38 wide with a super low flat floor these former Wellington Trolley buses are
just screaming for a new life or the next chapter in an ever evolving history of what was or
can be.
It’s time to grab your piece of iconic history before they’re all gone.
I have 58 of these and although the national bus preservation enthusiasts want me to keep
them all and put them where they can be appreciated for years to come, they can’t all be
diesel repower candidates nor will they have “Go Wellington“ or “City Loop” on them
anymore but they could have “Me Casa“ or “Karori pie cart “ or “The Yellow Lady” burgers
and toasties but it is all only limited by your imagination.
I’m starting to recover, recycle and reuse from Monday so don’t hesitate, give me a call.
PLEASE NOTE:
They will have interior items removed and repurposed with specific electrical equipment removed for health and safety reasons and there
will be absolutely no hawkers or tyre kickers at my storage and disposal facility in Wellington.
A unit will be made available in the Hutt Valley or Karori for inspection and purchase by appointment only.
Prices start at $10,000.00 and differ depending on additions or conditions.
Tyres will be delivery condition only and some batteries may be made available for those wanting to convert solar into self sufficiency.
Delivery is an additional cost and of course we can deliver them anywhere in New Zealand.
At Coastal Bus and Coach we have you in mind when finding re useable and recyclable products call today.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seller comment: They are selling like hot cakes so don’t hesitate or you may not get one 11:46 pm, Thu 30 Jan

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU LIKE?
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FROM THE WELLINGTON CITY COUNCIL ARCHIVES
Left: Miramar terminus in the 1980s. B.U.T. 55 is
ready to depart for the Railway Station, whilst
Ansaldo 130 has just arrived. The date of the
photograph is given as the 1980s.

Below: Ansaldo 130 features again. Again dated
as “the 1980s”. In this view it has just emerged
from the eastern end of the Seatoun tunnel.

Left: B.U.T. 113, from the last batch of this marque,
introduced in 1964. Despite showing Not in Service,
though displaying Route 14 on the blind, the bus is clearly
carrying passengers. In this 1987 view, the trolleybus has
just reached the end of Molesworth Street and has
crossed the urban motorway. It will continue across
Tinakori Road into Grant Road and then climb the hill to
Wadestown.

Right: B.U.T. 91 parked just inside the rear entrance to
Wakefield Street depot. The Central Fire Station dominates
the background. The photograph was taken circa 1966.

This selection of photographs was sourced from the W.C.C.
Archives website. The photographers are unknown.
Other bus photographs can be accessed at
archivesonline.wcc.govt.nz
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Did you ever wonder where all those Feeder Pillars and Trolley Bus Operating Panels
were around Wellington? Courtesy of Wellington Cable Car Ltd is this diagram showing
all the various places where they were once located. The feeder panels were the
plentiful grey boxes dotted along the routes (marked in blue), whereas the eleven TBOP
boxes were much larger and only installed in the latter years of trolleybus operation.
Right: A feeder panel once situated at the corner of Chaytor Street and Curtis Street, Karori
opposite Appleton Park. The boxes were identified with the number of the adjacent traction
pole – in this case K116.

Left: TBOP 477. This was once located
at the bus Interchange by the trolleybus layover area. It was installed on 30 March
2015.
Right: TBOP 111 was installed on 6
June 2015 and was located in
Courtenay Place near the corner of
Tory Street.

Left: Feeder pillar C163 was notable in
that it was the very last of its kind to
be removed when the network was
dismantled. It was once located in
Crawford Road, Kilbirnie opposite
Duncan Terrace.
In the last two years of trolleybus operation all the TBOPs were adorned with
attractive murals, painted by local artists. Like the feeder pillars they have also all
been removed.

Thanks to Wellington Cable Car Ltd use of the map and photographs.
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UNFORTUNATE BUT TRUE
When pedestrians and public transport come into contact with one another it has always been a mix that may result in
serious injury or worse. However, on 24 December 1987 a most bizarre and unfortunate freak incident occurred at the
south end of Lambton Quay. Michael Miet, aged 38, was walking along the footpath by the Bank of New Zealand near the
corner of Willis Street when he was felled by a trolleybus pole. A witness reported hearing “a whoosh” as the pole came
over his head and then struck Miet on the back of the head. “He went straight down and seemed to be unconscious.” The
bus had been travelling along Willis Street, turning into Lambton Quay. The witness said when the pole came off the wire it
swung down in a circular motion. The general manager of the City Transport Department, Kim Crysell, understood that the
bus driver ran wider on his wire to go round a parked truck. Mr Crysell said trolleybus poles were roped to a retrieval
system at the back of the vehicle. “If you lose the wire it’s not supposed to flail around.” It is understood the steel and
brass running head of the pole hit the man. Sadly, Mr Miet later died in hospital as a result of his injuries. At a subsequent
Coroner’s Court investigations failed to show how and why the pole came off although it was revealed that double-parked
vehicles played a part in the incident. Mr Crysell told the court new lightweight poles were to be fitted to some buses that
should reduce the chances of a similar accident. (Information sourced from newspaper clippings of the time.)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MORE ON THE FOOTBRIDGE
Left: The footbridge in Manners Street was extant in
January 1998 but only just by the look of it. It is possible
the photograph was taken during its demolition phase; however, the trolleybus wires still hang. Information regarding its removal would
be appreciated. Photo: Markus Lang. Right: The same location on 29 January 2020. BCI 3423 is off route on a 7 from Kingston and passing
below where the bridge once crossed. Route 7 is no longer returning to the Railway Station via Willis Street due to sewage pipe renewal.
----------------------------------------Below and left: Finally this month, a look back at a street in Wellington that has had little
coverage in the past - Whitmore Street. Back in July 2003 it was still wired as seen here with
301 waiting at the traffic lights at the intersection with Featherston Street. The prototype
was still only a few months old when this photograph was taken by Markus Lang. 301 would
have been heading towards the newly opened Interchange. However, there doesn’t appear
to be any sign of the driver?
Markus was able to take several photos of 301 from different angles so there was obviously
some problem with the bus with it not moving and the absence of its driver. Markus was
probably pleased to have the opportunity to take photographs of the new addition to the
Stagecoach fleet.
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TAILPIECE

352 travels south on Onepu Road towards the intersection with Coutts Street, Kilbirnie while working a 3 from
Karori Park to Lyall Bay 26 July 2016. Just around the bend in the road ahead is Kilbirnie depot. Here it would end up
spending over two years awaiting a decision on its future. Fortunately, the trolleybus fleet was purchased for re-use
(though not as originally designed) though it is not known quite what form of re-use they will eventually take.

